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Part 3* (Final Part) 
Characterization of Genes of a Bipartite Geminivirus Associated with Acquisition and Transmission by 
the Whitef ly  Bemisia tabaci 
Sijun Lm, Ian D. Bedford and Peter G. Markham Dept oJ Vwus Research, Jnhn lnnes Centre, Colney, Norwich 
NR4 7UH, UK 
African cassava mosaic virus (ACMV) and other bipartite gemimviruses have been used to study the molecular basis of 
transreassxon by the whitefly vector, Bemtsta tabaei. Mutants and pseudorecombinants of insect-transrmssible and insect non- 
transmissthle clones of one Kenyan and two Nigerian isolates were used to study the role of coat protein (CP) and BCI movement 
protein. Insect specificity and transn~sslon are controlled by the CP, whereas acqmsmon is a complex interaction of movement 
protein, feeding behavior and environmental f ctors~ Insect-transmissible and non-transmissthle clones had different symptom 
phenotypes Host factors may also conmbute to the non-acquisition bywhiteflies (L) 
Multiplication and Transovarial Transmission of Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus (TYLCV) in its Vector, 
the Whitef ly  Bemisia tabaci 
Morad Ghanim, Muhamad Zeldan and Henryk Czosnek Dept. o t Field and Vegetable Craps, The Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem, Facultw ot Agricultural, Food and Environmental Quahty Scwnces, Rehovot 76100, Israel 
TYLCV is a gemanivlrus transnutted by the whitefly Bemisia tabact, Several of the features associated with gemimviral 
replication i  plants were found also in B. tabact Following 1 h access to infected tomato, TYLCV DNA and proteins associated 
with whiteflies were analyzed uring feeding with sucrose through membranes. TYLCV genomic DNA accumulated m the 
insects; the viral DNA was radaolabeled when [a-32P]dCTP was added to the sucrose solution The TYLCV capsld protein 
started to accumulate atapproximately the same time as dad the viral genomtc DNA The DNA strand complementary to the wrus 
genome and the Rep protein were detected immediately after the mmal access to infected plants TYLCV invades many tissues of 
the insect including the reproductwe system It was detected in matunng eggs by tn situ hybndazatlon. Progeny (eggs, crawlers, 
adults) of insects that fed on infected tomato and were raised on TYLCV non-host plants contumed large amounts of wral DNA 
Approximately 8% of the adults issued from vlruhferous insects were able to inoculate tomato lest plants (L) 
Molecular Determinants Governing Beet Western Yellows Virus (BWYV) Transmiss ion  by Aphids 
A. Bruy~re, 1 V. Brault, '~ V. Ziegler-Graff, 9 E. Herrbach, 1 J .EJ.M. van den Heuvel 3 and H. Guilley 2 XStatton 
de Recherches Grandes Culture,~, INRA, Colmar, France; 21nst. de Biologic Mnlgculatre des Plantes du CNRS, Strasbourg. 
France; and 3 DLO Research Institute ]nr Plant Protection, Wagenmgen, the Netherlands 
BWYV Is transrmtted In a circulative, non-propagative manner by aphids Vlnons contain a minor protein, P74, 
produced by translation extension of the coat protein (CP) ClStron into the nelghbonng readthrough domain (RTD). The RTD 
contains deterrrunants essential for BWYV acqmsmon/transnusslon by Myzus permcae. Subdomams within the RTD are being 
functionally characterized byslte-darected mutagenesls followed by aphid transnusslon assays. Inoculum was delivered to aphids 
as punfied virus, leaves of agro-mfected plants or extracts of transcript-infected protoplasts In-frame deletions in the C-terminal, 
variable half of the RTD generally did not abolish acquisition/transmission but greatly reduced its efficiency By contrast, he 
N-terrnmal, conserved half of the RTD appears to be largely essential for acquisltion/transnuss~on. Deletaon of the prohne hinge 
between the CP and the RTD abohshed mcorporanon of P74 into virions and no acquisition/transnusslon was observed The 
effect of RTD mutations on virus accumulation m agro-mfected plants was also discussed (L) 
Part ia l  Character i za t ion  of a Potyv i rus  Isolated f rom Vernonia amygdalina 
M.A. Taiwo 1 and J Dijkstra 2 ~ Dept o t Biological Science, University oJ Lagos, Lagas, Nigeria, and 2Dept. of Virology, 
Agricultural Univer.~tt3; 6709 PD, Wagenmgen, the Netherlands 
A potyvirus reducing mosaic and green vein-banding symptoms was Isolated from bltterleaf (Vernonia mygdalina) from 
Lagos, Nigeria The virus was readaly transmitted by mechanical inoculation. It had a narrow host range restricted to Nicotiana 
benthamtana, Chenopodtum qumoa and C. amaranticolor It was also transmitted by Myzus persicae in a non-persistent 
manner The virus was purified from N benthamtana, and flexuous rod-shaped particles of ~750 nm were observed in purified 
preparations and leaf daps of Vernoma sp. Pinwheels and scrolls were observed in ultrathm sections of bitterleaf by electron 
microscopy The molecular mass of the coat protein was 34 kDa The virus reacted weakly with antisera to cowpea phid-borne 
mosaic potyvirus (CAMV-Mor) and bean common mosaic potyvims (BCMV-NYI5) in dot-blot immunoassay. These results 
confirm that the hitherto difficuh-to-transnut Veruonia green vein-banding virus is a member of the potyvirus group. (P) 
*Part 1: Phytoparasittca 25(1): 59-86 (1997); Part 2: Phytoparastttca 25(3):217-238 
L = lecture sessions; P = poster (market place) sessions. 
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Comparison of the Helper Component (HC) Genes of Aphid Non-transmissible and Transmissible 
Spanish Plum Pox Virus (PPV) Isolates 
B. Martmez, J.J. L6pez-Moya, C. Llave, J.R. Dfaz-Rufz and D. L6pez-Abella Dept de Biologfa de Plantas, 
Centro de lnvesttgactones Btoldgtcas, CSIC, 28006 Madrid, Spam 
PPV is an aphid-transmitted potyvirus which causes erious diseases m plum, peach and apricot Two Spanish PPV isolates, 
PPV 5 15 and PPV 3.3, have been characterized asaphid-transrmsslble and non-transmissthle, r spectively, in plant-to-plant 
transnusslon tests by the aphid Mvzus per,~tcae. The isolates represent serologlcally distmct coat proteins of different molecular 
masses Since both isolates are aphld-transrratted when acquired through artificial membranes from purified virus preparations 
supplemented with purified HC obtained from potato virus Y-infected plants, a comparat, ve analysis of their HC genes was 
performed. The results indicate that single amino acid changes also differentiate he HC of PPV 5.15 from that of PPV 3 3, 
which could be responsible for the lack of transmissibihty of the PPV 3.3 isolate. [Research supported by grant PB 94-0023 from 
CICYT ] (P) 
Discrimination of Soybean Dwar f  Luteovi rus  (SDV) Stra ins  by Using Monoclonal Antibodies 
Y. Mikoshlba, 1 K. Honda, 2 S. Kanematsu ~ and I. Fujtsawa 3 1Dept o] Plant Prutectnm, NatwnalAgrwulture 
Research Center, Tsuku#a, lbaraki; 2 Tohoku National Agricultural Experiment S ation, Morwka, lwate; and 3 Kvushu National 
Agricultural Experiment S ation, Ntsht-goshi, Kumamoto, Japan 
Two strains of SDV - SDV-YS and SDV-YP - are transrmtted specifically by the aphid vector Aulacorthum solam and by 
Acyrthosiphon ptsum, respectively They cannot be distinguished by host range tests or double antibody sandwich ELISA using 
polyclonal antlsera Among the monoclonal ntibodies (MAbs) raised against SDV-YS and SDV-YP, two reacted only with the 
former, and the other two only with the latter in triple antibody sandwich ELISA The reactions of these MAbs to ten field isolates 
was consistent with d-,e~r vector specificity, demonstrating the validity of the MAbs for diagnosis of the two strains A survey of 
field isolates usrug these MAbs revealed that each strata is geographically ocalized (P) 
Location of Domains with Specific Function at the N-terminal Region of Maize Dwarf Mosaic Potyv i rus  
(MDMV) 
Raffi Salomon 1 and Francolse Bemardi 2 1Dept of Virolog); ARO, The Vol~anl Center, Bet Dagan 50250, Israel, and 
21nstttut Jacques Monod, CNRS, Universit~ Paris VII, Paris Cedex 05, France 
Aphid transmission of MDMV is dependent on the intact coat protein (CP) on the one hand and the presence of a viral 
coded helper component (HC-pro), on the other. Proteolync removal of the coat termini abolishes aphid transmissmn Recently 
we demonstrated that the N-terminal CP regmn has the potentml to compete with the intact wrions on aphid transmissmn. This 
region of MDMV, ~60 amino acids long, was cloned and expressed in bacteria Polyclonal MDMV antibodies recogmze the 
bacterial expressed polypeptlde. When the DAG domain located in five amino acids from the amano ternunus was deleted, the 
bacterial expressed polypeptlde was still recogniz,d by the antibodies, although it lost its ability to inhthit aphid transmission. 
To map the antigenic domain that is located in the N-terrmnal CP, constructs each half the size of the N-terminal region were 
prepared, cloned and expressed in bacteria. The effect of these small polypeptldes on aphid transmission, antthody recognition 
was examined. The potentml interaction with the HC-pro is under investigation The possibdlty to transform plants with such 
tmnigenes, m order to limit wrus spread, was &scussed. (L) 
Mutat ions  in the HC-pro Gene of the Zucchini Yellow Mosaic  Virus (ZYMV)  and Their Effect on 
Transmiss ion  by  Aphids 
B Raccah, 1 H Huet, 2 S. Singer 1 and A. Gal-On I 1Dept uJ Virology; ARO, The Volcam Center, Bet Dagan 50250, 
Israel; and 2Scripps Institute, San Diego, CA, USA 
Two conserved regions were associated with the helper protease (HC-pro) activity in assisting aphid transnusslon of
potyviruses (the KITC region and the PTK region). The possible functmn of the PTK region was investigated by replacing the 
threonine by ammo acids of a different polarity (Thr to Val) or size (Thr to Ser), using the infectious full length clone of ZYMV. 
Plants were inoculated with the new HC-pro mutants (ZYMV-PVK and ZYMV-PSK) as well as with the wild-type (ZYMV-PTK) 
or a mutation occurring m a wdd-type helper-deficient HC (ZYMV-PAK). The HC-pro mutants were compared for helper actwlty 
in aphid transrmssion a d for symptoms severity. The HC extracted from either ZYMV-PVK or ZYMV-PSK was capable of 
assisting In transmission of purified ZYMV wrions, but at lower efficiency than the wild type. The tlter of virus was deterrmned 
for each of the four mutants by EL1SA and the level of HCs was visualized by Western blots The possible role of the PTK region 
in aphid transmission was discussed. (L) 
Context of the Coat Protein DAG Motif Affects Potyvirus Transmissibility by Aphids 
J.J. L6pez-Moya and T.P. Pirone Dept oJ Plant Pathology, Universit3, oJ Kentuclo; Lexington, KY40506, USA 
Full-length clones derived from two potyviruses (tobacco veto mottling virus, TVMV, and tobacco etch virus, TEV) have 
been used to introduce specific hanges in their coat proteins (CP) by site-directed mutagenesls and the creation of new restriction 
sites by PCR Mutations were designed to define the context in which the conserved motif asp-ala-gh' (DAG) retains activity for 
aphid transmission The sequence of the CP N-terrmnal region of the highly aphtd-transnussthle isolate of TEV contains two 
consecutive DAG motifs separated by a single ala. In this original context, ransmissdidlty was abolished or strongly dimlmshed 
by mutations affecting the first or both DAG motifs, while mutations of only the second motif had httle or no effect. In certain 
contexts, however, the second DAG could be made functional for transrmsslon by substitutmn of val for ala in the position 
immediately before the second DAG Conversely, changing the val located prior to the first DAG to ala resulted in reduced 
transmissthihty In contrast, mutations of the val located before the single DAG motif of TVMV did not affect ransmissibdity, 
nor did the creation of a second DAG motif at the beginning of the TVMV CP core restore transrmssibdrty of a DAE mutant. 
All mutants infected tobacco plants with the exception of those with substitutions of lys or arg for asp in the first position of the 
DAG motif in TVMV, or the double substitution of lys for asp in the two DAG motifs In TEV These mutations seemed to affect 
negatively virus movement mthe plant, since both TVMV mutants were able to infect obacco protoplasts (L) 
68 Meet ing  
Genetic Determinants  Involved in the Transmiss ion of Tobacco Ratt le  Virus (TRV) by  Paratrichodorus 
pachydermus 
Peter B. Visser, 1 Carmen Hemfindez, 2 Derek J.F. Brown 3 and John F. Bol I almt o] Molecular PlantSctence,s, 
Gorlaeus Laboratories, lz, tden University, 2300 RA Leiden, the Netherlands, 21nst de Biologfa Malecular v Celular de Planta,~, 
Valencia, Spain, and 3 Scottt,sh Crop Research In,st., lnvergowrw, Dundee DD2 5DA, UK 
TRV is the type member of the tobravlrus group. Its genome is bipartite and consists of RNAs 1 and 2. RNA 1 encodes the 
viral replicase and movement functions, RNA 2 encodes the coat protein (CP) and, depen&ng on the strata, several non-structural 
proteins. Transmissibdtty of TRV is determined by RNA 2, where the CP is not the only factor involved. TRV isolate PPK20 is 
transmissible by Paramchodorus pachydermus and sequence analysis hows the presence of two putative non-structural proteins 
of 29 4 and 32 8 kDa, respectively Transmission studies of deletion mutants of TRV-PPK20 revealed that the 32 8 gene was 
dispensable and that the 29 4 gene was required for transmission by P pachydermus (L) 
Molecular Epidemiology of Tomato Spotted Wilt Tospovirus (TSWV) 
H.R. Pappu, 1 A.K. Culbreath, 1 J.W. Todd, '~ R.M. McPherson, 9 J.L. Sherwood 3 and PE  Bertrand 4 Dept,~. oJ
1 Plant Pathology and 2Entomolog); and 4 Coop. Ext. Service, Univ oJ Georgia, Coastal Plato Exp. Station, Tlfion, GA 31793; 
and aDept, o] Plant Pathology; Oklahoma State UmversiO; Stillwater, OK 74078, USA 
TSWV, a member of the genus Tospovirus (fanuly Bunyaviridae), has become amajor constraint to the cultivation of peanut 
and tobacco in Georgia A multidlsciplinary approach is being pursued to understanding the virus bmlogy, molecular biology, 
epidemiology and host resistance, with a view to developing a disease management program Informatmn on the various trains 
of the wrus that are prevalent in Georgm, and the abdity to deterrmne the proportmn of viruhferous thnps and the source(s) 
of primary moculum, will facilitate a better understanding of the basis for the epidemics in Georgm The nucleocapsid protein 
genes (N gene) of TSWV isolates collected from various parts of the state are isolated by RT-PCR and typed either by restnctmn 
analysis or nucleotide sequencing Sequences unique to the Georgia isolates have been identified l'hrips species known to 
transmg TSWV in Georgm (Frankhmella occtdentalis and F ]usca) are collected urmg the non-crop eriod (winter) as well 
as the growing season, and the proportion of viruliferous thnps is deternuned by ELISA using a monoclonal ntibody specific to 
the non-structural gene product (NSs) of TSWV. These approaches should provide the genetic ldenuty of the various isolates of 
TSWV infecting peanut, tobacco and vegetables mGeorgm. (P) 
A Single Amino  Acid Change in the Cucumber Necrosis Virus (CNV) Shell Domain  Signif icant ly Reduces 
Vector Transmiss ion  
M.A. Robbins, 1 R.D Reade 9 and D M Rochon 2 1 Plant Science Dept., Univ. oJ British Columbia, Vancouver, BC 
V6T I Z4, and 2 Agrwulture and Agri-Food Canada, Paci~c Agrw Res Centre, Vancouver, BC V6T IX2, Canada 
CNV ts transnutted tnvitro by zoospores of the fungus Olpidtum bornovanus. CNV coat protein (CP) is the determinant of 
the specificity of transrmssion. CNV vanants deficient in fungus-transnussibdity were identified by testing virus from individual 
local lesions of mechanically passaged CNV for fungus transmission Virus from one local lesion (designated LL5) showed 
significantly reduced transnussmn Analysis of this mutant showed that Jt contained two aa substgutions one in the arm (Phe to 
Cys) and the other in the shell domain (Glu to Lys) These mutations were analyzed in separate infectious clones and it was found 
that the Glu to Lys change in the shell Is responsible for the reduction m transnussibihty The Glu to Lys change does not affect 
particle stabthty but is associated with altered particle mobdity on agarose gels, suggesting that the loss of transnussibility s due 
either to an altered charge or a conformational change in the virus particle Studies are under way to deterrmne ff LL5 is able to 
bind zoospores (L) 
Sequence Analysis of Leek Yellow Stripe Virus (LYSV) Isolat~ Differing in Biological and Serological 
Properties 
M. Schonfelder, M. K6rbler, E. Barg, D.-E. Lesemann and H.J. Vetten Deutsche Sammlung yon Mikroorgantsmen 
und Zellkultur (DSMZ), Abt Pflanzenvtren. and Btolagische Bundesanstalt flir Land- und Forstwtrtscha/t, lnst. fitr Biochemie 
und Pflanzenvirologte, D-38104 Braunsehweig, Germany 
There are at least hree serologlcally distmct members of the genus Po~virus infecting AUium spp. Recent evidence suggests 
that there are host-adapted strains of LYSV, e.g. some isolates from leek and garhc do not infect garlic and leek, respectively. 
Moreover, our results from recent serological studies have shown that some of these host-adapted strains of LYSV can be clearly 
differentmted in DAS-ELISA and differ by up to four dlhtmn steps in 1EM decoratmn titer expenments. Since no nucleotide 
sequence data are available for LYSV, these findings prompted us to study the molecular basis for the striking serological 
differences observed among three LYSV isolates from garlic and leek a German isolate from leek (LYSV-L), a Tmwanese 
isolate from garlic (LYSV-G) and an lndonesmn isolate from leek (LYSV-510) Nucleotide sequence analysis of the 3' end of the 
genonuc RNA of these isolates howed that they have nearly identical coat protein (CP) sizes and their CP anuno acid sequences 
have identities of 83-95% Moreover, their 3'-NTR regions hare identities ranging from 89-96% These data suggest that all 
isolates tudied are stratus of LYSV and support the concept that some biologically and serologlcally distinct LYSV strains have 
evolved as a result of the exclusively vegetative propagation fcertain Alhum species in geographic isolation. (P) 
Detection of Virus Particle-helper Component Complexes in Nicotiana benthamiana Plants Infected with 
Plum Pox Virus (PPV) 
1 3 12 1 2 I.N. Manqussopoulos,  E. Maiss and M. Tsagris , lnst r~MolecularBtology andBioteehnology and Dept o] 
Biology, Untverst~ o] Crete, Herakhon 71110 Crete, Greece; and a lnst flir Pflanzenkrankheiten und Pflanzenschutz, Universttdt 
Hannover, D-30419 Hannover, Germany 
The mteractmn of wrus particles and helper component (HC) protein m extracts from plants infected with PPV was 
examined For this purpose, a sensitive method of detection of virus particles after native lectrophoresls was developed. Sap from 
different Nicottana benthamtana plants was electrophoresed under natural condmons, and blotted to nitrocellulose membranes 
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Polyclonal antlsera, specific for the coat protein (CP) and the HC, obtained after immunization with purified recombinant CP 
and HC proteins, were used to localize the position where free CP and HC proteins, virus particles, or complexes of both virus 
particles and HC migrated Free CP and HC subunits migrated much faster, being easily distinguishable asa smear at greater 
distances The presence of virus particles was detected at shorter distances in the gel by Western blot, and identified by IEM. In 
several expenments with extracts from different tissues, we were able to detect HC and virus particles at the same level, in&caring 
that he two entities moved as a complex. Such complexes were detected in leaves, midribs, stems and roots of the infected plants 
tested. (P) 
Aphid  Transmiss ion  of  Potato Spindle Tuber  Viroid (PSTVd) Encapsidated by Potato Leafrol l  Luteov i rus  
(PLRV) Part ic les 
W. Marczewski and J Sytler P~tam Research Institute, Mtochrw, 05-832 Rozatin, Poland 
Myzus pemwae aphids were able to transmit PSTVd to healthy Ph~wahs ]tortdana from P ]loridana plants co-infected with 
PLRV, whereas they did not transrmt the viroid from plants Infected with PSTVd alone. Dot-blot hybridization was used to 
detect PSTVd. In the aphid-inoculated P flortdana, PSTVd was detected only in plants that also became infected with PLRV 
Doubly infected plants were used as sources of lnoculum for subsequent aphid transmissions to the healthy tomato cv 'Rutgers', 
P flaridana and Datura stramonium PSTVd was detected by dot-blot in 17 of 30 plants of tomato In P flortdana and D 
stramonium, the viroid was not detected by dot-blotting, but it was detected in some plants by the recovery test on Rutgers plants. 
The results indicate that transn'usslon f PSTVd by M permcae was assisted by PLRV Possible m vivo encapsldation f PSTVd 
by PLRV particles has been proved in the experiment with treatment ofhighly purified PLRV preparations with RNase (L) 
XIX: ENCAPSIDATION 
Host  Effect on Accumulat ion  and Encapsidation of Defect ive- Interfer ing RNAs in Broad Bean Mott le  
Virus (BBMV) Infect ions 
Javier Romero, 1 Antonio Molina-Garcta, 1 Mar  Babm, 1 Judy Pogany 2 and Jozef J. Bujarski 1 ~ Lab. oJ Plant 
Virology; CIT-INIA, Madrid, Spain: and 2Plant Molecular Biology Center, Northern llhnois University; DeKalb, IL 60115, USA 
BBMV encapsidates defectlve-lnterfenng (DI) components hat are formed by In-frame deletions within the RNA 2 open- 
reading frame. The biological charactensUcs of these DI RNAs Include exacerbation f the seventy of symptoms on certain 
hosts and the lack of DI RNA through other hosts In order to study the molecular aspects of the relationship between DI RNA 
transrmsslon a d symptoms, we investigated the DI RNA accumulation a d encapsldatlon in various local lesion or systenuc host 
plants This was analyzed using Northern blots and RT-PCR of total and vinon RNA preparations Whereas many systemic hosts 
transrmtted and encapsldated fficiently, the DI RNAs during BBMV refection of bean or pea plains did not Similarly, local 
lesion hosts &d not accumulate orencapsldate DI RNAs The nature of the observed effects on pea and bean hosts was analyzed 
further by studying the accumulation f DI RNAs in the corresponding mesophyll protoplasts (P) 
Effects of  Cucumber  Mosaic  Virus (CMV) Capsid Protein Deletions on RNA Binding and Assembly  
L. Zhang. I.B. Kaplan and P. Palukaltis Dept. oJ Plant Patholog); Cornell University; Ithaca, NY 14853, USA 
Deletmns were engineered into the capsld protein (CP) gene of CMV, resulting in deletions of amino acids 26-40 (~Sac) 
or 15-40 (6Sal) in the corresponding viruses. The 6Sal mutant showed restricted wrus movement in tobacco and squash v.~ 
the 6Sac mutant, which behaved like wild-type virus but with altered pathology Vinons could not be purified from Ntcotiana 
clevelandii systemically infected by either ~Sal or fiSac mutants, and no virus particles could be detected by electron microscopic 
examination of infected tissue extracts. Western blot analysis howed the presence of truncated CP in ~Sal and 6Sac infected 
plants. These CPs could bind RNA in vitro; however, the ,SSal CP'RNA complex was much less stable than the ~Sac CP complex, 
which was only slightly less stable than the wild-type CP complex. These data suggest that the N-terminal region of the CMV CP 
ts involved in the formatmn of vinons (L) 
Encapsidation of the Viral  RNA of Turn ip  Cr ink le  Virus (TCV)  is Directed Solely by  a RNA Segment  in 
the Coat Protein Gene 
Feng Qu and T. Jack Morris School ~ Biological Scwnces, Universal, o] Nebra.~ka, Lincoln, NE 68588, USA 
TCV is a 30-nm lcosahedral p ant virus with a positive sense RNA genome of 4051 bases encapsldated by 180 copies of 
a 38-kDa capsld protein (CP) subunlt An in vtvo assay has been developed that permits reliable determination f viral RNA 
encapsidation in protoplast infections. Using this system we have been able to show that mutant viral RNAs unable to synthesize 
CP can be efficiently packaged mtrans when co-inoculated into protoplasts with infectious RNA of wild-type TCV Analysis of 
the encapsidauon f various mutant viral RNAs in protoplast Infections has permitted the identification of 190-base region of the 
CP gene that is likely essential and sufficmnt for viral RNA packaging We are now delineating the hmits of this RNA element 
by mutagenesls of the CP gene Furthermore, we have confirmed that he TCV CP gene itself is sufficient for assembly initiation 
in vh, o by constructing a chimeric virus composed of the tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) genome but with the TBSV CP gene 
precisely replaced with the TCV CP gene. (L) 
Transcapsidation in Transgenic Plants Expressing Potyvirus Coat Proteins (CP) 
H, Steinkellner,1 H. Puehringer, 2 A M. Laimer da Cfimara Machado 2 and J. Hammond a 1 Centre of Applied 
Genetics and 2last oJ Applied Microbiology, Univ. of Agrwulture, Vienna, Austria; and 3 USDA-ARS, FNPRU, BARC, Beltsville, 
MD 20705, USA 
Transgenlc Ntcotiana benthlana plants expressing the CP of either bean yellow mosaic vwus (BYMV) or plum pox virus 
(PPV) were inoculated wuh different potywruses in order to deternune the potential risk of heterologous encapsidation f the 
transgenlc CP in non-homologous virus particles. Vires preparations from infected plants were analyzed by ELISA, Western 
blotting, and immuno-speclfiC electron microscopy (ISEM) Both transgene CPs were readily detected in purified heterologous 
virus particles, whereas the incorporation level of the transgene varies ignificantly depending on the transgenic plant line and on 
the virus that has been used for inoculation. ISEM with gold-labeled BYMV and PPV antibodies showed incorporation fBYMV 
CP into PPV particles and vice versa Further, ELISA data show in some transgenic plant lines increased etection of transgemc 
BYMV after PPV infection (P) 
70 Meet ing  
Encapsidated Deletion Mutants of Grapevine Fanleaf Virus (GFLV) RNA2 
S. Brandt, H. Katinger and G Himmler lust oJ Applied Mwrobiology, Universt~ o] Agrwulture, Vtenna, Austrta 
Immunocapture reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (IC/RT-PCR) from grapevine shoots naturally infected by 
GFLV was performed under touch-down conditions in order to amplify a 1698 nt sequence including the viral coat protein (CP) 
gene located at the 3' end of the polyadenylated GFLV RNA2 In addition to the anticipated product, the reaction repeatedly 
ymlded high amounts of a shorter, unexpected cDNA fragment. Sequence analysis howed that it derived entirely from genomic 
RNA2 by a single mterual deletion of 1367 nt wtthin the CP gene In the following study, wild-type RNA2-specific primers and 
primers requiring deletion sites at RNA and cDNA level were used for reverse transcription and subsequent PCR, revealing two 
types of possible RNA2 deletion mutants with lengths of 403 nt and 464 nt, respectively, and polyadenylated 3' ends. Whereas 
the 3' extensions ofthese defective molecules derive from different regions of the GFLV genome, sequence alignment of their 3' 
extensions yielded 100% homology, showing that the 3' side of their deletion sites is identical. Since immunocapture technique 
was applied for particle isolation, it is hkely that the potential RNA2 mutants descnbed here are enveloped in viral CP and thus 
carry the signals required for packaging (P) 
XX: VIRAL PROTEASES 
Characterization and Mutagenesis of Tomato Ringspot Nepovirus (TomRSV) Protein Cleavage Sites 
K. Carrier, 1 E Hans, 2 A Wang 1 and H. Sanfacon 1,2 lDept otBotanv, Universtt~,oJBritish Columbia, Vancouver, 
BC; and 2Pacific Agrtculture Re,~earch Centre, Vancouver BC V6T lX2, Canada 
TomRSV proteins are cleaved from precursor polyprotems by a virus-encoded serme-hke protease It was shown previously 
that the TomRSV protease recognizes two cleavage sites on the polyprotem encoded by RNA-2 (P2) mtermolecularly These 
cleavage s~tes contained a glutamine at the -1 pos~fion and a senne or glycine at the +1 posmon which are typical of como and 
potyvirus polyprotein cleavage sites but not of subgroup 1 nepovirus polyprotein cleavage sites. These cleavage sites also had a 
cysteine or valine in the -2 position and a serine in the -4 position which are also found m the P2 cleavage sites of at least one 
other nepovirus. These amino acids were also found on other predicted cleavage sites on TomRSV P1 and P2. A cleavage site 
between the protease and polymerase on PI has recently been characterized invitro. Identification of this and other cleavage sites 
on P1 and P2 is underway. A site-d~rected mutagenesis of amino acids at and around the N-terminal movement protein cleavage 
site was done. The results of the mutagenesls oncleavage site processing by the protease tn vttro were shown. (P) 
XXI: MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES OF DIAGNOSIS 
Rapid and Large-Scale Screening of Carnation Etched Ring Virus (CERV) by Polymerase Chain Reaction 
Lfiszl6 Palkovics and Ervin Balfizs AgrtculturalBtotechnology Center, GiMiJllb, Hungary 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to identify CERV in leaves of infected carnations Two 20-mer ohgonucleotide 
primers were designed to regions of the mtergeneric sequence between VI. and VII genes. The 850 nt amphfied fragment was 
cloned and sequenced, showing 95 6% identity with the published sequence. The cloned fragment was used after radioactive 
labeling to prove the viral ongm of the PCR products amphfied from the nucleic acid samples originated from plant sap Different 
DNA extraction methods were compared and a very simple one was chosen to screen large-scale samples In this survey up to 
50% of the carnanon samples were posmve for the virus although most of the plants were symptomless. (P) 
Diagnosis and Sequencing of Coat Protein Gene of St rawberry  Vein Banding Virus (SVBV) 
K. Petrzlk, I. Mrfiz and J. Frfinovfi-Honet~legrovfi lust ~] Plant Molecular Biology, CZ-37005 Cesk~ BudYjovice, 
Czech Repubhc 
SVBV was detected first by grafting m plants of the strawberry germ plasm collection as well as in strawberry plantations at
several places m the Czech Repubfic during 1991-1995. A nonradioactive digoxigenine-labeled hybridization probe was prepared 
from the pSVBV-E3 clone obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. Strawberry samples exhibiting symptoms of 
SVBV-Iike refection gave positive reacUons with this probe. Part of the SVBV genome containing the coat protein (CP) gene was 
cloned and sequenced. The deduced amino acid sequences showed only short, highly homologous regions in the C-terminal part 
of the gene wlth the other caulimoviruses. Primers suitable for amplification ofthe CP gene were synthesized and a methodology 
for routine PCR detection of the SVBV in strawberry plants was developed. (P) 
Detection of Carmoviruses and Tombusviruses in Pelargonium Plants by Polymerase Chain Reaction 
(PCR) 
C. Kusiak, R. Berthome, S. Dmant, S. Astier, J.P. Renou and J. Albouy Pathologte VdgJtale, Biologie Cellulatre, 
INRA, Versadles 78026; and Amdlioratton des Plantes, INRA, Angers 49000, France 
Pelargonium is one of the most important ornamental plants in Europe Since Pelargomum plants are propagated mainly by 
cuttings, control of viral and bacterial &seases depends essentially on the elimination of infected plants Improved programs for 
the productaon of cerhfied pathogen-tested plants will be necessary and require the availabihty ofsuitable and sensltwe indexing 
procedures, to ensure the production of the nuclear stock. In commercral cultures, several viruses infect Pelargonium plants, 
among them some specific viruses belonging to the Tombusviridae family, such as pelargonium flower-break carmowrus (PFBV), 
pelargonmm leaf-curl tombusvirus (PLCV), pelargonium line pattern carmovirus (PLPV) and pelargonium ringspot carmovirus 
(PRSV). Immunoenzymatic methods (ELISA) are already avadable for PFBV and PLPV, but that detection is fimited by an 
uneven distribution of the virus or a low virus liter in infected plants. We intend to improve the detection methods in crude 
extracts for the Pelargonium wruses using PCR procedures (RT-PCR and IC-RT-PCR). Synthetic primers were designed from 
conserved and non-conserved carmovirus sequences, derived from sequences already published and from sequences obtained 
from a PFBV cDNA library obtained in our laboratory. They were chosen for the simultaneous detection of tombusvlruses 
(PLCV) and carmoviruses (PFBV, PLPV and PRSV), or the specific detection of PFBV, lately the most damaging virus on 
Pelargomum. (P) 
Citrus Ringspot (CtRSV) and Citrus Psorosis-Associated Virus (CPsAV) can be Detected by RT-PCR and 
EL ISA Assay 
Phytoparasit ica 26:1, 1998 71 
E. Dal B6,1,2 M.E. SAnchez de la Torre, 1 K. Djelouah, 3 M L. Garcfa 1 and O. Grau 1,4 IlBBM, Fac. Ciencias 
Exactas and 2Fat. Cienctas Agropecuarias, Universidad Nacwnal de La Plata, La Plata 1900, Argentma; 31st dt Fttovtrologta 
Applicata, Tormo, ltalv; and 4 CICBA and CICA, INTA, Argentina 
Psorosis, responsible for important losses m the citrus industry worldwide, is probably caused by CPsAV Budwood 
certification, currently based on graft inoculanon to indicator plants, ts slow and expensive, but is the only procedure avadable 
to index for this unstable virus often present at low levels. It is thus miportant to develop arapid and sensitive test for the virus. 
CPsAV 90-1-1 has been partially purified and characterized, and closely resembles CtRSV. The viruses have divided genomes, 
and the bottom component ofCtRSV-4, when deprotemized, yields both ds and ssRNA We have cloned and sequenced sections 
of this dsRNA and used the sequences todesign an RT-PCR reaction that detects both CtRSV-4 and CPsAV 90-1-1 from infected 
citrus plants. A new polyclonal antiserum to CtRSV-4 has also been produced, and a DAS-ELISA based on it also detects both 
viruses m citrus plants. (P) 
The Use of Long-Distance Reverse Transcriptase-PCR (LD-RT-PCR) to Ampl i fy Full  Length Virus 
Genomes 
Luna Bcnvenisti, 1 Yechiel Becker, 2 Boris Gelman, 1 Dalia Hai, 1 Hagal Yadin 1 and Yehuda Stram 1 1 Virology 
Dtwston, Kimron Veterinary Institute, Bet Dagan 50250; and 2Molecular Virology Department, Hadassah Medical School, The 
Hebrew Umversitv ~ Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel 
Full-length viral genome clones are an important ool for the study of wral replication mechanisms Until recently, most 
full-length wral genomes' clones were produced by arrangements of randomly cloned fragments. An alternative tothis approach 
could be the use of long-distance PCR (LD-PCR) with appropriate primers A mix of thermostable enzymes, composed of Taq 
polymerase asthe major component and a small quantity of proof-reading enzyme, made it possthle to amphfy DNA fragments of 
over 25 kbp Amplifying large full-length viral RNA genome by the LD-RT-PCR method has been problemauc because, contrary 
to the ease with which LD-PCR is apphed to DNA, it is difficult to synthesize large complementary DNA with the regular RT 
enzymes. We estubhshed the conditions for producing large cDNAs using various reverse transcnptases and then apphed LD- 
PCR to obtain full-length viral genomes. Using the LD-RT-PCR that we developed, we amplified the 3.2 kbp A genome fragment 
of mfecuous bursal disease virus, the 6 3 kb genome of tobacco mosaic virus, and the 8.5 kb genome of foot-and-mouth disease 
virus (L) 
Immunochemica l  nd Biochemical Analysis of Some Potato Viruses by Means of Monoclonal Antibodies 
N. Ce~ovskfi., 1 M. Filigarov~i 1 and P. D~di~ 2 l lnst. of Experimental Botany, Czechoslovak Academ~, o] Sciences, and 
21nst o] Potato Research, Havlf(kuv Brod, Czech Republic" 
Monoclonal antthodies (MAbs) produced in our laboratory against various potato viruses were used for detaded 
characterization fjmmunochenitcal v riabdity and antigemc properties of potato wrus A, potato wrus S (PVS) and potato virus 
Y Some selected hybridoma lines produced MAbs with narrow specificity (they were strata- or isolate-specific, e.g. PVS); on the 
contrary other hybridomas produced MAbs with sufficiently broad actwity that hey are statable for large-scale utdization. (P) 
Construct ion of a cRNA Probe Specific for the Detection of the Sour Cherry  Strain of P lum Pox Virus 
(PPV-SoC) 
L. Nemchinov and A. Hadtdi USDA-ARS, National Germplasm Research Laboratory; Beltsville, MD 20705, USA 
The nucleotide sequence of the N-terminal region of the coat protein (CP) gene and the C-terminal region of the Nlb gene 
of PPV-SoC were determined in our laboratory and found to be significantly different from those of other known isolates of PPV 
A 447 bp DNA ~agment containing 303 bp and 144 bp from the CP gene and NIb gene, respectwely, was amplified from a 
cloned PPV-SoC genome and then subcloned into PCR II vector (Invitrogen). A non-radioactive DIG-labeled cRNA probe was 
generated from the subclone and used In dot blot hybridization assay with several PPV isolates including PPV-D, PPV-M, and 
PPV-E1 Amar. Additionally, a DIG-labeled cRNA probe derived from the conserved C-terminal region of the PPV CP gene was 
used for hybridization toascertain that ested samples were infected with PPV. The PPV-SoC cRNA probe hybridized strongly to 
samples from PPV-SoC-infected tissues only The probe did not hybridize to samples infected with other isolates of PPV, which 
included PPV-D, PPV-M, and PPV-EL Amar. The PPV cRNA probe for the C-terminal regmn of the PPV CP gene hybridized 
strongly to all isolates of PPV, including those of PPV-SoC. Our results uggest that the PPV-SoC cRNA probe developed mthis 
investigation may be used for studying the identity, epidemiology and geographical thstributmn of members of the PPV-Cherry 
(PPV-C) group (P) 
Sequences Cloned from Sugarcane Str iate Mosaic Disease (ScSMD)-Affected Plants Indicate Possible 
Virus Ident i ty  
Y.G. Choi and J.W. Randles Dept of Crop Protection, Waite Agricultural Research Institute, The Umversity o] Adelaide, 
Glen Osmond, SA 5064, Australia 
ScSMD IS a disease of unknown etiology of limited distribution in northern Queensland A disease-associated dsRNA 
(ca 9kbp) has been isolated by cellulose chromatography. Reverse transcription of dsRNA with a random hexamer linked to a 
umversal primer produced a cDNA hbrary This library was then amplified by PCR primed with the universal primer (Froussard, 
1992). The PCR products were cloned and selection was done by hybridization tothe dsRNA. Four disease-specific clones were 
sequenced A database search revealed that he dsRNA had the greatest equence homology with the carlaviruses in the putative 
rephcase gene. This is the first evidence of a carla-like virus infecting sugarcane. Further work is in progress to isolate aputative 
virus particle and to develop aPCR-based iagnostic method for ScSMD. (P) 
Gcnome Mapping:  A Novel Method for Determining the Sequential  Order of Restr ict ion Digest 
Fragments of DNA 
A.C.R. Samson and J.N. Wilford Dept. of Biochemistry and Genetws, University oJNewcastle Upon Tyne, Newcastle 
Upon Tyne NE2 4HH, UK 
A novel method is presented which enables the construction of restriction digest maps. The method involves reciprocal 
single and double digests of DNA using a pair of restriction endonucleases which have different cleavage target sequences. 
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Double digest products are aligned with their vanous parent single digest products in a second imension gel electrophoresis 
separation Analysis of the origins of all double digest products leads to a complete linear (or where relevant circular) sequential 
order or map for all digest products. The efficacy of this method was tested using the bacteriophage A double-stranded DNA 
genome whose complete base-pair sequence (48,502) is known and for which restriction sites can be predicted. The restriction 
endonucleases BamHl and Smal were used in this study. Hybridization with radioisotope or other labeled probes is not a 
necessary part of this mapping procedure However, probes can be used to map specific regions, to provide confirmation or to 
resolve ambiguities. The procedure is also applicable in principle to any system for resolving DNA molecules and is particularly 
amenable to computer-aided mapping procedures. This method is applicable in principle to any double-stranded DNA molecule, 
whether linear or circular, whether a whole chromosome, whole genome or part thereof (L) 
XXll. EXPRESSION OF THE GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN (GFP) IN VIRUSES 
Potato Virus X (PVX) as a Vector for  Express ion of  Proteins in P lants  
S. Chapman,  S. Santa Cruz and T.M.A. Wilson Scottish Crop Research Institute, lnvergowrw, Dundee DD2 5DA, UK 
Plants offer an attractive, alternate system for the production of proteins and peptldes. Plant virus-based vectors have 
previously been used to express free proteins and peptides fused to viral coat proteins (CP). We have developed a vector based 
on PVX that produces a fusion between the GFP from Aequorea victoria and the CP of PVX The vector contains a sequence 
encoding the 2A peptide of foot-and-mouth disease vires, which disrupts peptide bond formation, between the genes for the GFP 
and the PVX CP The presence of 2A results in the production of a mixed pool of free CP and CP fused to GFP. The modified virus 
infects plants systemically and accumulates to high levels. Mutation of the 2A sequence shows that its processing is essential for 
virus assembly. The virus particles produced incorporate he GRP-CP fusion protein. The general utility of this vector for over- 
expression of proteins in plants and as an epitope presentation system is being tested (P) 
Express ion  of  the GFP  Using Recombinant  Baculov i rus  and  Entomopoxv i rus  Vectors: Improved Selection 
of Recombinant  Viruses 
Nicola Wilkinson, 1 Louise Wilson, 1 Susan Marlow, 1 Robert Possee 2 and Linda Kmg 1 1 School of Bwlogical 
and Molecular Sciences, Ox/ord Brookes University, Oxford OX3 0BP; and 2 NERC Inst n] Virology and Environmental 
Mwrobiolngv, OxJord OX1 3SR, UK 
Expression of the gene encoding GFP m insect cells using a recombinant Autographa cah]orntca nucleopolyhedrovims 
(AcNPV) produces an mtense green fluorescence that can be visualized under UV hght in plaque-assays and in infected cells 
by light microscopy By incorporating gfp, m lieu of the polyhedrin gene, into the genome of an AcNPV modified to contam 
two umque Bsu36I sites, we have produced an efficient and reliable method for the production of recombinant viruses, it is an 
alternative toselectmn using the E coli lacZ gene. In the production of recombinant entomopoxvimses (EPVs), modified viruses 
are selected by their spheroldm-negative ph notype. Attempts to improve selection methods by utilizing lacZ or GUS reporter 
genes have failed, due largely to problems of host cell toxicity or impermeability to the chromogemc substrates mployed. These 
problems hould be overcome by the use of g/b, which has been introduced into the AmEPV genome in lieu of the spheroidin 
gene, pernunmg a simple screen for recombinant viruses at the plaque-assay stage. (P) 
Express ion  of Green  F luorescence with Baculov i rns  Vector in Insect Cells 
Fanxiu Zhu, Yipeng Qi, Yongxiu Huang and J ianhong Hu Inst ot Virology Wuhan University, Wuhan, Hube1430072, 
China 
The green fluorescence of bmhiminescent jelly fish Aequorea vwtorta is due to the presence of the GFP. The ORF gene is 
717 bp encoding 238 amino acid residues. To examine whether the GFP gene can be employed as a reporter gene in insect cells, 
a baculovirus transfer vector containing the neomycin-resistance gene (neo) was established. The GFP gene was subcloned into 
the vector downstream of the polyhedrin gene (ocu) promoter. The strong promoter of the ocu gene and weak promoter of the 
IE- 1 gene account for the visible band of GFP and invisible band of neo on SDS-polyacrylarmde gel. In the presence of G418, the 
recombinant virus can be purified as the neo gene expression Expression of the GFP gene in the recombinant virus should give 
rise to synthesis of the GFP with a mol.wt of 30 kDa, and is observable by the resulting strong reen hght irradiated by UV of blue 
light in viable, intact insect cells. The GFP produced in insect cells has typical fluorescent spectra mdistmgmshable from those of 
the purified native GFP The GFP gene as a good reporter gene can be used to momtor gene expression and protein localization m 
insect cells and other hving orgamsms, it is more convenient than other eporter genes, having no requirement for an exogenous 
substrate and a co-factor for fluorescence. (P) 
The GFP: A Visual Reporter and Fusion Partner for Insect Cells 
Christian Oker-Blom and Kari Keinimen VIT Bwtechnology and Food Research, FIN-02044 VIE, Espoo, Fmland 
The gene encoding the GFP of the jellyfish, Aequorea vwtorta, was inserted under the transcnptmnal regulation of the 
polyhednn gene promoter of the Autographa cali]ornica nuclear polyhedrosls vires, AcNPV. The recombinant bacuhivirus was 
used to infect lepidopteran Spodoptera/rugiperda and Trwhoplusta m insect cells. The fluorescence spectra of the insect-cell- 
expressed GFP was similar, if not ldenucal, to that described for the authentic protein The recombinant protein, which migrated 
with an apparent molecular weight of 26 kDa, was easdy detected, m vtvo, by fluorometry at various time points after lnfecuon 
with the recombinant baculovims. In fact, the features of this protein, m conjunction with a high level of expression, gave the 
infected insect cells a bright green color which was clearly visible in daylight In additmn, a generic fusion containing GFP 
and streptavidin of Streptnmyces avidmii, was engineered and expressed m these insect cell lines The chimeric protein product 
retained a dual biological function, in that It was highly fluorescent and capable of binding bmtinylated molecules. Nonreduced 
SDS-PAGE analysis, fluorometry, FACS analysis as well as fluorescence microscopy, revealed that GFP is a powerful reporter, or 
fusion partner, for baculowrus-mfected lepldopteran i sect cells (P) 
XXIII" VIRUSES OF INSECTS AND OTHER INVERTEBRATES 
Invest igat ion of  Baculov i rus  Gene Funct ion  Using Yeast Vectors 
B.K. Chanhan, 1 T.J. French 2 and R.D. Possee 1 1NERC lnstaute oJ V~rology and Enwronmental Mwmblology. Oxford 
OX1 3SR, and 2British Biotech plc, Ox]ord, UK 
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Aumgrapha caliIornica nucleopolyhedrovirus (AcMNPV) DNA was maintained mSaccharomvces t revtsiae cells via the 
mtroductlon ofyeast-replicatwe el ments (ARS, CEN and URA3) to derive yAcBK5. Virus DNA recovered from yeast cells was 
used to transfect Spodoptera ]rugiperda cells to demonstrate the production of mfecnous virus parhcles This system was then 
used to mvesttgate whether or not the AcMNPV ORF1629, which is thought to encode a78-kDa structural protein, was essential 
for virus rephcation ORF1629 was modified by lnsertmg a second yeast-selectable marker, SUP4-o, into an Eco RI site within 
the 3'-end of the coding region. The resulting plasmid, pUCI629-SUP4-o, was used to transform yAcBK5. Recombinant yeast 
cells were selected in the absence of adenme. Total DNA recovered from these cells was analyzed using PCR and hybridization 
techmques toestablish that he SUP4-o coding region had been inserted within ORF1629. Subsequently, AcI629-SUP4-o DNA 
was used to transfect insect cells, in the presence or absence of pUC1629 Only cells co-transfected with both DNA molecules 
yielded infectious virus, confirming that ORF1629 is required for virus replication. (L) 
Possible Involvement of Insect Cells Nuclear Factor  in the Regulat ion of the Delayed Expression of the 
Baculovirns Polyhedr in Gene 
Y. Finkelstein, 10 .  Faktor, z Mira Toister-Achituv 2 and B.Z. Levi I 1Dept ~FoodEngmeering andBiotechnolog); 
Technion-lsrael Institute tr Haifa 32000; and 2Dept. of Enwmolog); The Hebrew Universtty o]Jerusalem, Faculty 
oJ Agricultural, Food and Environmental Quality Sciences, Rehovot 76100, Israel 
The baculovlrus expression system is widely utilized for the production of recombinant proteins in Spodoptera ]rugtperda 
Sf9 msect cells. The polyhedrin gene promoter (Ppolh) of the Autographa californwa multrple nuclear polyhedrosis virus is used 
mamly to drive the expressmn ofa protein of interest. However, the molecular mechanism that governs the very late expression 
of this promoter is still unclear. To understand this delayed regulation, we have used Electromobihty Shift Assays with various 
segments of the Ppolh as well as mutated Ppolh. These segments were used to identify specific DNA binding factors that are 
found in nuclear extracts prepared from uninfected and infected cells at different ime intervals Our results how that a host- 
encoded protein(s) binds specifically to the promoter regton at posmons -72 to -165; this binding activity was dimimshed as 
viral propagation progressed This DNA segment is characterized bymultiple putative sites for GATA-like transcription factor 
Interestingly, this binding activity was noted also in nuclear extracts from Spodoptera httorahs cells that also dirmnished as 
viral mfectlon progressed. The S, littoralis multiple nuclear polyhedrosis virus Ppolh also demonstrates the same DNA bmding 
characteristic and also contains multiple GATA motifs. The data imply the presence of a host-encoded DNA-binding protein 
that acts as a negative regulator and is revolved in the delayed expression of polyhednn. Transient co-transfectton assays were 
performed to assess the m vivo competition ofproteins that interact with the Ppolh. The results upport the concept of negative 
regulatmn Thus it is possthle that baculovirus utilizes an insect-cell-derived nuclear factor to control the dtfferentml expression 
of late vs very late genes. (L) 
Construct ion of a Versatile Recombinant  Baculovirns Insecticide with a Mult i -phenotype (ocu +/p l0  + 
/cryT +/neo  +/PE- )  
Fushan Wang, Ytpeng Qi, Yongxiu Huang, Liquan Lu and Quansheng Du Inst. o] Virology; Wuhan Universit); 
Wuhan 430072, China 
A polyhedral envelope (PE) gene-negative transfer vector pAc34DZ2 with the insertion of the neomycin gene was 
constructed Recombinant baculovirus vAcPhBtTPE- was obtained after Spodoptera Crugiperda cells were co-transfected with 
previously constructed recombmant v rus vAcPhBtT DNA mixed with pAc34DZ2 Southern blot in&cated that the neomycin 
gene was integrated mto the PE gene locus of the vAcPhBtTPE- genome. Microscopy indicated there were no differences 
between the recombinant wrus and previously constructed vAcPhBtT in morphology, size or population Electron microscopy 
demonstrated that the recombinant virus lacked a polyhedral envelope. Alkali lysis of polyhedra showed that vAcPhBtTPE- 
released viron faster than vAcPhBtT. Tile vAcPhBtTPE- was a recombinant polyhedra-posmve baculovims with polyhedral 
envelope-negative, expression of truncated crylA (b) gene from Bacillus thunngienms, and containing the neomycin gene as 
a screening marker. Bioassay and field spray showed that both recombinant baculoviruses were effective as insecticides, but 
vAcPhBtTPE- seemed to be more applicable for it could result m the dramatic reduction of the insect populanon, calculated 48 
h after a field spray. (L) 
Wiseana I r idescent Virus: Character izat ion of Temperature-Sensit ive Repl ication 
S.K. Watson and J. Kalmakoff Dept of Microbiology, Unh, erslty o] Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 
Wiseana iridescent vtrus (WIV) is a member of the Iddoviridae family of viruses, a group of large (120--200 nm), 
icosahedrul, dsDNA wruses that infect both vertebrates (amphiblans and fish) and invertebrates (insects, nematodes and 
crustaceans) A natural host for WIV in New Zealand is the major pasture pest 'Porina' and the long-term goal of this research 
is to mampulate he virus for biological control purposes To achieve this an in vttro cell culture system was developed and time 
course studies carried out on WlV replication m the Spodoptera lrugiperda cell line at permissive (22 ~ C) and non-permissive 
(28~ temperatures. Protein synthesis, mRNA transcription and DNA synthesis analysis howed that at the non-permissive 
temperature there was a decrease in all macromolecular synthesis except that of DNA Pulsed field gel electrophoresis of WIV- 
infected cells is being used to deterrrune the nature of the DNA synthesized at both temperatures Using the replication strategy of 
Frog virus 3 (the analogous vertebrate Iridovirus) as a model for this group, it is postulated that at the non-permissive temperature 
of 28~ rephcation of wral DNA is restricted to a primary phase only in which DNA is of genome length. At the perrmssive 
temperature of 22 ~ C, secondary replication DNA intermediates are in the form of long concatemers. Comparative experiments 
are being conducted with bacteriophage lambda nd T4 in order to estabhsh t e model of DNA intermediate formation. (L) 
Spodoptera exigua and Autographa californica Mult icapsid Nucleopolyhedroviruses (MNPV) Display DNA 
Replication Specificity 
J.G.M. Hcldens, R. Broer, Y. Liu, E.A. van Strien, D. Zuidema nd J.M. Vial< Dept. oJ Viroh, gy, Agrwultural 
University, 6709 PD Wagenmgen, the Netherlands 
The genome of the Spodoptera exigua MNPV was analyzed for the presence of putative origins of DNA replicanon. A set 
of cosmids and plasmids was tested in a transient replication assay Two origms (Se-hrl and a Se-non-hr) were identified. Detailed 
analysts of the Se-hrl sequence showed that the region contained four 60-bp-long palindromes with a central Bglll restriction 
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site, located at mu 90 of the viral genome Hybridization of a single palindrome of Se-hrl w~th the SeMNPV genome revealed 
additional hr sequences (Se-hr2-5) located at mu 4, 30, 38 and 47. These four Se-hr's are being tested further for their ability to 
replicate. Both SeMNPV and AcMNPV hr and non-hr origins were tested for their replication ability in the presence of either 
virus The hr origins could not be rephcated by the heterologous virus, whereas the non-hr onglns could This suggests a high 
degree of origin specificity m baculovlrus DNA rephcauon (L) 
Express ion of p35, the Apoptotic Suppressor Gene of AcNPV, in Non-permissive Spodoptera littoralis SL2 
Cells 
N. Chejanovsky and E. Gershburg Dept. oJ Entomology, ARO, The Volcani Center, Bet Dagan 50250, Israel 
Infection of Spodoptera httorahs larvae with the baculovlrus Autographa caliJormca Multiple Nuclear Polyhedrosls Virus 
(AcNPV) ts abortive AcNPV refection of S littoralis SL2 cells yields low uters of viral progeny which correlate with reduction 
of programmed cell death (apoptosis). Various studies howed that deletion mutants In the AcNPV p35 gene (which encodes 
the apoptotic suppressor P35) reduced apoptosis of permissive Spodoptera]rugiperda cells. This suggested that the expression 
of the apoptotic suppressor p35 is poor in AcNPV-infected SL2 cells and/or the synthesized P35 protein is not functional We 
detected low steady state levels of P35 in AcNPV-infected SL2 cells compared with those observed m S. Jrugiperda cells infected 
with AcNPV Moreover, expression of p35 inhibited Actinomycin D-induced apoptosis of SL2 cells, indicating that the P35 
protein is functmnal m this system. These data suggest that inefficient expression of functional P35 may determine the ability 
of AcNPV to rephcate in SL2 cells Thus, overexpresston f p35 may enable the completion of the wral replication cycle through 
the suppressxon fapoptosls (L) 
The Spodoptera littoralis Nuclear Polyhedrosis Virus (SINPV) Encodes a Funct ional  Ecdysteroid 
UDP-Glucosyltransferase 
Mtra Totster-Achttuv, S. Faruchi, B. Kamensky and O. Faktor Dept. ~ Entomology; The Hebrew Umverstty o~ 
Jeru,~alem, Facul~ o] Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences, Rehovot 76100, Israel 
The Spodoptera spp. are important lepidopteran pests which cause severe damages to major agncultural crops in many 
parts of the world The SINPV member of the Baculoviridae, apathogen of Spodoptera spp., is considered as a potential control 
agent of these pests Infection of S hnorahs larvae with S1NPV revealed the phenomenon f delayed or blocked larval moulting. 
Such inhibition was attnbuted m other nuclear polyhedrosis viruses (NPVs) to the activity of a viral-encoded cdysteroid UDP- 
glucosyltransferase (egt) In order to study further the interaction of SINPV with its host, we isolated the egt gene from the viral 
genome using an Autographa cahfornica NPV (AcNPV) gene-specific probe. Sequence determination f a 1925 bp portion of 
the hybridizing DNA fragment revealed an open-reading frame of 1548 bp that exhibits ignificant percentage of identity to egt 
identifed in other NPVs The detection of egt actwity m media of S1NPV-mfected cells implied the production and secretion of a 
functional egt protein (L) 
A Physical  and Genetic Map of a 35 kb Region Contain ing the Polyhedrin Gene of the Spodoptera littoralis 
Nuclear Polyhedrosis Virus (SINPV) 
O Faktor, O. Nahum, Mira Toister-Achituv and B. Kamensky Dept. ~ Entomolog); The Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, Faculty o/ Agricultural, Food and Environmental Quality Sciences, Rehovot 76100, Israel 
The SINPV pathogenic tothe insect pest Spodoptera littoralis Is considered as a potential control agent for Spodoptera spp. 
The future use of S1NPV for pest control requires genetic improvement of the virus-insecttcLdal properties Smce little is known 
about he geneUc organizauon of SINPV, we aimed our research at the identification of potential sites in the viral genome to 
be used for genetic manipulations. Restrictmn enzyme analysis, Southern hybndizanons and partial sequence analysis enabled 
us to estabhsh a physical map for a region of ~35 kb contuming the polyhedrin, protem kinase, pl0, p74, ecdysterold UDP- 
glucosyltransferase (egt) and ribonucleotlde r ductase genes The detailed characterization f S1NPV genes enables the design of 
a genetically engineered S1NPV The orientanon ofthe SINPV genes, special sequence f atures and comparison with other NPVs 
were discussed. (L) 
Control  of Lepidopteran Pests by Baculoviruses Expressing Novel Anti.insect Scorpion Neurotoxins 
E. Gershburg, 1,2 D. Stockholm, 1 H. Rivkin, 1 M. Gurevitz, 1 N. Zilberberg 2 and N. Chejanovsky I 1Dept. o/ 
Entomology; ARO, The Volcani Center, Bet Dagan 50250, and 2 Dept of Botan); Tel Awv University, Tel Aviv 69978, lsrael 
Nuclear polyhedrosis viruses (Baculoviridae, group A) pathogenic toinsects and not to mammals are appeahng vectors for 
the control of leptdopteran i sect pests Enhancement ofthe baculovirus rate of kill Is required in order to meet he high standards 
of efficacy estabhshed by cherracal insecticides. We have engineered a series of recombinant baculoviruses derived from the 
Autographa cali]ormca Nuclear Polyhedrosis Virus (AcNPV), which express toxins representative of the main groups of anti- 
insect neurotoxlns from scorpion venoms (excitatory, depressant and or-toxin) Insect cells infected with the recombinant wruses 
secreted functmnal polypeptides. Spodoptera httoralis and Heliothts armigera larvae rejected with budded viruses howed typical 
intoxication symptoms Bmassays performed on insect larvae fed with polyhedra showed that he recombinant viruses possessed 
improved insecticidal properties compared with wild-type AcNPV. (L) 
Baculovirus-mediated Expression of Novel Anti- insect Scorpion Neurotoxins 
E. Gershburg, 1'2 D. Stockholm, 1 H. Rivkin, 1 M. Gurevitz, 2 N. Zilberberg 2 and N. Chqanovsky I ~Dept. oJ
Entomolog); ARO, The Volcam Center, Bet Dagan 50250; and x Dept. of Botany, Tel Avtv Univermty, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel 
Recombinant baculowruses xpressing the LqhaIT and the AaIT anti-insect scorpmn toxins isolated by us and others, were 
shown to possess enhanced insecticidal ctivity towards lepldopteran pests Pursuing this subject, we isolated new baculowruses 
derived from the Autographa cahformca Nuclear Polyhedrosis Virus (AcNPV) which express novel escitatory (LqhIT1) and 
depressant (LqhIT2) anti-insect selective toxins under the control of the plO and polyhedrin baculowrus promoters, respectively. 
Trwhoplusta nt cells infected with the recombinant viruses ecreted functional polypeptides Infectmn of Spodoptera littoralis 
and Hehothts armtgera larvae with the recombinant wruses showed typical symptoms of contractmn and flaccid paralys~s 
characteristic of the excitatory and depressant toxins, respectively Bioassays performed on insect larvae fed w~th polyhedra 
showed that he recombinant viruses possessed enhanced speed of kill compared with wild-type AcNPV (P) 
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Sequencing and Characterization of a 5 kb Region of the Helicoverpa zea Single Nucleopolyhedrovirus 
North Carolina 1 (HzSNPV.NC1) Genome Containing the Polyhedrin Gene 
P. Smith, 1 A Barnett, 1,3 i.D. Windass, 2 R.D. Possee 3 and L.A. King 1 1 Oxford Brookes Unwersttv, OxJord OX3 
OBP; 2Zeneca Agrochemwals, Bracknell; and the 3NERC Inst. of Virology and Environmental Mierobwlogv, OxJord OXI 3SR, 
UK 
A baculovirns, HzSNPV.NC1, was isolated from the field Restriction endonuclease profiles of the virus showed the virus to 
consist of more than one genetically disnnct isolate From the mixed population, one pure stock of virus was obtained, by plaque 
purification, for further study. Eco RI and Sal I genorntc librataes of the viral DNA were produced, and screened, to identify 
clones containing the polyhedrin gene and flanking regions. The polyhednn gene and flanking regions have been sequenced and 
characterized. Within this region of the HzSNPV.NCI genome, an open-reading frame (ORF) showing homology to ORF 23 
(previously called ORE 9) of Autographa californica NPV, has been identified. The function of this ORE is unknown. Gene 
knock-out analysis is being used to help determine the function of thls ORE and to deternune whether the ORF is essential or 
non-essential. (P) 
Comparative Analysis of Two Baculoviruses Infect ing Helicoverpa armigera 
C. Jacobs, 1 B. Fielding, 1 E. Kunjeku 2 and S. Davtson I 1Dept oJMicrobtolog); University o~the We,~tern Cape, 
Bellvtlle 7535, South A~rtca, and 1 School o t Biological Sciences, University ~ Harare, Harare, Zimbabwe 
Helicoverpa (=Hehothis) armtgera is an econonuc pest of various important crops in southern Africa It is reported to 
have developed resistance to commonly used chemical insecticides in some parts of the world such as Austraha nd Thailand. 
Alternative control strategies based on microbial control are being sought worldwide. Two baculovlruses have been found 
infecting field populations of H armtgera; they could form important alternative control strategies Prior to biological studies 
to deternune the virulence and efficacy of the two viruses, comparative biochermcal studies are being carried out. Studies of 
the structural proteins by SDS-PAGE have shown that the matrix proteins of both viruses have the same size, as do most of the 
other structural polypepndes from the viral components. Electron microscope studies have confirmed that one of the viruses Is a 
nuclear polybedrosls virus while the other Is a granulosls virus. Restriction enzyme studies have shown different profiles for the 
two viruses. Physical restriction maps are being constructed (P) 
Development of Immediate-early Recombinant Baculov i rus  Pesticides 
D.L. Jarvis, 1 L. Rellly, '~ K Hoover, 2 C.M. Schultz, 2 B.D Hammock 2 and L.A. Guarino 1 lDept. r ~ 
and Center Jvr Advanced Invertebrate Molecular Sciences, Texas A &M Universtt); College Station, TX 77843. and Dept. ~ " 
Entomolog); Untversi O' ol CahflJrma, Davis, CA 95616, USA 
Recombinant viruses that express insect-specific toxins under the control of viral late gene promoters kall susceptible 
lepldopteran hosts faster than wild-type viruses. In order to improve further the efficacy of genetically engineered baculowrus 
pesticides, we produced a recombinant that contains an insect-specific toxin gene (AalT) under the control of an immediate 
early promoter (wl) of Autographaealtlornicanuclearpolyhedroslsvirus In cultured cells infected with the recombinant, AalT 
protein was detected as early as 4 h post-infection. AalT accumulated asthe refection progressed and, even as late as 24 h post- 
infection, the amount of AalT was equal to that produced by a recombinant that expressed AalT under the control of the very 
late plO promoter. Slnular esults were obtained with a recombinant that expressed a modified insect juvenile hormone sterase 
(JHE-KK) under tel control, confirming the ability of this promoter to provide early and abundant expression of proteins with 
potent pestlcidal acnvity. Bioassays showed that he tel-AalT recombinant killed Hehothis virescens larvae faster than wild-type 
virus Larvae infected with the iel-AalT recombinant were smaller than those infected with the plO-AalT wrus, suggesting that 
expression of AalT earlier in infection enhanced the ability of the virus to reduce the feeding activity of 11. virescens larvae (L) 
Insect  Small RNA Viruses Offer New Strategies for Pest Control 
K.H.J. Gordon, 1 A.L. Bawden, 1 E.M. Brooks, 1 M.R. Lincoln, 1 PJ.  Larkin 2 and T.N Hanzlik 1 CSIRO 
Divisions oJ I Entomology and 2Plant Industry, Canbei'ra, AC'I], Australia 
Small non-enveloped RNA viruses of insects, such as the tetrawruses, have been little used as pest control agents. However, 
modern techniques of genetic engmeenng allow the unique properties of these viruses to be exploited for new approaches topest 
control. One example involves virus production I  non-host systems nch as in transgenlc plants nehcoverpa rmigera stunt 
virus (HaSV) is a recently characterized tetravirus with significant potential for the control of the cotton bollworm. This virus 
is specific for host midgut cells, rapidly inducing a massive increase in shedding of rejected rmdgut cells in neonate larvae to 
the extent hat the regenerative c lls are unable to maintain a functional rmdgut, and the larvae become stunted and die. HaSV- 
induced apoptosls appears to underlie this cell-shedding, which may be considered a primitive immune response. The HaSV 
genome comprises two RNA strands, carrying only three genes. We have constructed synthetic genes designed to express the 
virus genome and produce infectious virus parhcles in non-hosts such as plants or insect cells infected using a baculovirus vector. 
Initial data from transgenlc plants indicate that infectious vinons are assembled m the plants and can protect them against feeding 
damage. (L) 
Tetrav i rus  Mo lecu lar  Biology and Evolution 
K.H.J. Gordon, 1 A.L. Bawden, 1 M.C.W. van Hulten, L2 T.N. Hanzlik 1 and D.A. Hendry 3 ~CSIRODivis~onof 
Entomology, Canberra, AC'~, Australia; 2present address." Wagenmgen Agricultural Universit3; Wagenmgen, the Netherlands; 
and 3 Rhodes Untversi~, Grahamstown, South Africa 
The tetraviruses are small (40 rim) non-enveloped RNA viruses with T=4 lcosahedral surface symmetry which infect only 
species of Lepidoptera. These unique insect viruses may offer significant insights into the evolution of RNA viruses. The fanuly 
has recently been divided into two genera, one containing viruses like the type member Nudaureha/3 virus (N/3V), with a single, 
non-polyadenylated RNA of 6 kb; the other containing two viruses - Nudaurelia w virus (NwV) and Helicoverpa rmigera 
stunt wrus (HaSV), with bipamte genomes A surprising feature of the HaSV RNAs Is the presence of an aminoacylatable 3'-
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tRNA v~l-hke structure, which lacks a pseudoknot and Is the first found on an animal virus. HaSV RNA 1 encodes the 187 kDa 
RNA replicase, which shows homology to those of viruses in the alpha-like superfamily, and RNA 2 encodes the 71 kDa capsid 
precursor and an overlapping 17 kDa protein Sequence analysis of the N/3V genonuc RNA shows it to encode the putative 
replicase (140 kDa) at the 5' end, followed by the capsid precursor gene (70 kDa). N/3V and HaSV are only distantly related, 
with homologies of 33% for the polymerase and 24% for the capsid protein. We propose that the bipartite genome volved from 
the monopartite form Preliminary evidence suggests hat the p17 protem found on HaSV but not on N/3V may have evolved e 
nova to regulate rephcation of the two genomic RNA components (L) 
Identification of Baculovirus iap Genes 
Rachel Stephens, 1,2 Anna Barnett, 1,2 Carole Thomas, 1,2 Robert Possee 2 and Linda King 1 1School aJ 
Biological and Molecular Sctences, OxJord Brookes Universit); Oxford OX3 0BP; and 2 NERC Institute o] Virology and 
Envtronmenml Mtcrobiolog~; OxJord OX1 3SR, UK 
Baculovirus-encoded inhibitors of apoptosts, e.g. Autographa califl)rnica nucleopolyhedrosls virus (AcMNPV) p35, have 
been ~mphcated m extendmg vims host range m vitro and m viva. To date, p35 has been tdentified only in AcMNPV Functionally 
related genes, such as Cydia pomonella granulovtrus (CpGV) and Orgyia pseudasugata NPV iaps, may have a similar ole. In an 
attempt to tdentify other baculovirus genes related to p35 or laps, we have used an assay system developed by Crook et al (1993) 
to tsolate these sequences. Spodoptera ]rugiperda cells were co-transfected wtth DNA from an AcMNPV mutant deficient in 
p35 and intact genonuc DNAs from ten baculovlruses, including NPVs and GVs A cloned copy of the CpGV iap was used as a 
positive control Prelinunary results uggest that two virus DNAs, Mamestra brassicae MNPV and Spodoptera httoralis MNPV, 
were able to rescue the AcMNPV p35 mutant and facilitate normal vtrus replicauon m S. Irugiperda cells. These results extend 
the number of baculovtrus i olates which are now known to harbor functionalp35 or iap genes. (P) 
Identification of the Mamestra brassicae Nuc lear  Polyhedrosis  Virus (MbMNPV)  gp37 and PTPase Genes 
Constantmos Phanis and David R. O'Rei l ly Dept. of Biolog); lmpertal College, London SW7 2BB, UK 
A 1 8 kbp region upstream of the MbMNPV egt gene has been sequenced and found to include one partial and two complete 
open-reading frames (ORFs). These show sinularity to the Autographa cali]ornica NPV ORFI3, gp37 and PTPase genes, 
respectively The gp37 ORF ts also sirmlar to other baculovirus gp37 genes and to entomopoxvirus fusolin genes Interestingly, 
the PTPase gene shows only limited similarity to AcMNPV PTPase It is more similar to various mammahan PTPases, suggesting 
that AcMNPV and MbMNPV acqmred their PTPase genes independently MbMNPV and AcMNPV show very different gene 
arrangements in thts regmn ORFI3 and egt are m similar relatwe posmons in both wruses, but the orientation of ORF13 is 
reversed m MbMNPV In AcMNPV, the left gene ts found between ORF13 and egt. However, the PTPase gene occurs 10 
kbp upstream of egt, and gp37 is found 40 kbp downstream. MbMNPV gp37 and PTPase have been subeloned, expressed m
Escherwhia colt, and purified The preparation fantisera to the purified proteins and the assay of PTPase activity are in progress 
(P) 
The Mamestra brassicae gt Gene: Phylogenetic Analysis and Gene Disrupt ion  
E. Clarke, 1,3 Michael Tnstem, 2 Jennifer Cory 3 and David R. O'Rei l ly 1 Dept. oJ Biolog); lmpertal College oJ 
1 2 3 Sctence, Technology and Medtcme, London, SW7 2BB, and Silwood Park, Ascot, Berk.~ SL5 7PY; and NERC lnstitute o] 
Vtrohtgy and Envtronmental Mwrobtolog~; Oxford OX1 3SR, UK 
The egt gene of the Mamestra brassicae nuclear polyhedrosls virus (MbMNPV) has been cloned and characterized 
Phylogenetlc trees of NPVs have been generated based on the alignment of baculovirus EGT sequences. These suggest that 
MbMNPV is a group II NPV. Comparison of the EGT-based phylogenies with those for polyhedrin/granulin suggest hat 
AcMNPCV acqmred ~ts polyhedrin gene by recombination. The egt gene of MbMNPV is being disrupted in two ways First, 
site-specific mutagenesis has been used to delete a KpnI restriction site present within the coding region of the gene. This results 
m disruphon of the egt reading frame and loss of EGT activity as evidenced by transient expression assays of insect cells co- 
transfected with this construct and an egt-AcMNPV virus. Co-transfection f this construct with MbMNPV wall allow screening 
for an egt-vtrus The second approach utdlzes the yeast Saccharomyces c revisiae. DNA sequences sufficient for maintenance 
and selectton i  S cerevtstae have been inserted into the cloned egt gene. Co-transformation of S. cerevisiae with this construct 
and MbMNPV viral DNA wall allow selection of viral clones disrupted m egt. These viruses will factiitate filrtber laboratory 
analysis and field studtes ruvesttgating the role of egt in viral fitness. (L) 
Production of Potato Leafro l l  (PLRV) Virus- l ike Part ic les (VLP) in Insect Cells Infected with 
Recombinant Baculoviruses 
M.A. Mayo, 1 B. Reavy, 2 F.E. Gildow, 1,2 G.H. Duncan, 1 J.W. Lamb 3 and R.T. Hay 3 1Scottish Crop Research 
lnstttute, lnvergowrw, Dundee, UK; 2permanent address: Pennsylvania State Universtt~; Untversitv Park, PA 16802, USA; and 
3 School o t Biologtcal and Medwal Sciences, St Andrews Untversity, St. Andrews, Ft]e, UK 
A full-length cDNA copy of PLRV RNA was constructed in the transfer vector pVLI392 and recombined with AcNPV DNA 
to give a recombinant baculovirus (pSAB55). Spodopterafrugiperda or Mamestra brasstcae cells were infected with pSAB55 
and examined for the expression of PLRV genes. Proteins encoded by both 5' and 3' parts of the PLRV genome were detected 
by immunoblottmg Sections of infected cells showed that VLP accumulated in the nuclei, often m crystal-like masses Buffer 
extracts contained VLP whtch were mdistinguishable from PL]RV particles by electron microscopy or sedimentation behavior. 
Although the RNA m the VLP contained PLRV sequences, no genome-slzed molecules could be found. It was shown previously 
that the coat protem gene assembled m thts system only when modified with a histtdlne tag Expression of more of the PLRV 
genome appears to mimic the effect of the histidine tag. (P) 
Sequence Expression and Promoter  Activity of a Novel Gene of Leucania seperata Nuc lear  Polyhedros is  
V i rus  (LsNPV) 
Shoudong L1, Bing Qi, J iawang Wang and Yipeng Qi lnst aJ Vtmlogy, Wuhan Universtty, Wuhan 430072, P.R China 
A 819 bp Sal I/Hmd III fragment of LsNPV DNA was sequenced Analysis using DNASIS software revealed that this 
fragment contained an open-reading frame (ORF) spanning from 305 to 646 bp which encoded apolypepttde of 114 amino acid 
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residues In the 5' flanking region of the ORE the TATA box, CAAT box, early gene regulatory elements ACGT and GC motifs 
and transcriptional initiative consensus sequence TTAAG of late gene were present A mini ORF coding 11 amino acids was also 
mapped in this region. 3 bp upstream, stop codon TGA presented a AATAAA poly A signal, and downstream TGA existed a 
double stem-loop structure It was possibly a novel gene and named p13 gene because of no homologies in nucleotide sequence 
and amano acid residues equences between the ORF and other pubhshed baculovirus genes A leucme zipper structure (Thr- 
6aa-[Leu-6aa]a) and two leucme ztpper-hke structures (Leu-7aa-Thr-7aa-[Leu-7aa]2 nd [Leu-6aa-Val-6aa-Tyr]2-6an-Cys) were 
found in the C- and N-termini of the predicted protein, respectively, which were designated as leucine trans-conformation and 
LVT repeat structures. With prokaryotic expression vector pBV220, p13 protein was expressed m Eschertchia coli strain TGI, 
and the MW of the product calculated by SDS-PAGE was ~ 14 kDa, similar to that of deduced protein A reporter gene, the green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) gene, was chosen to be fused with the Sall/Smal and Sall/Clal fragments, respectively, which encompass 
the posmons -305 - -29 and -305 - -3 of the p13 promoter to place the GFP gene ORF under the control of the p13 promoter, 
and two cons tmcts: pLsp 13-2G and pLsp 13-3G, were derived. The activity of the p 13 promoter was assayed by measuring the 
fluorescence in intact Ls cells transfected with the plasmid constructs by the calcium phosphate co-precipitation method. The 
p 13 promoter was active when co-transfected with cells with plasmid construct and LsNPV DNA, but not active when transfected 
alone with plasmid construct This provided evidence that the p13 gene was a delayed-early gene (L) 
Complete  Sequence of the BamHI J F ragment  of  Cydia pomonella Granu los is  Virus (CpGV)  
WonKyung Kang, 1 Norman E. Crook, 2 Doreen Winstanley 2 and David R. O'Rei l ly 1 1Dept. oJ Bwlogy, lmpertal 
College, London SW7 2BB; and 2Horticulture Research International, Wellesbourne, Warwwh CV35 9EF, UK 
The 5 2 kbp BamHI J fragment of CpGV has been subeloned, subjected to saturating transposon mutagenesls in Escherichta 
colt, and sequenced m its entirety. Fifteen putauve open-reading frames (ORFs) of at least 50 amann acids have been identified m 
this sequence, only five of which show sruularity to known proteins. Two of these (IAP and the 41 kDa ODVP-6E homolog) have 
been described previously. Of the other three, one is homologous to Autographa califormca NPV (AcMNPV) ORF29, an 8 6 
kDa ORF that is close to AcMNPV IAP1 A partial ORF is highly similar to a Lymantria dispar NPV (LdMNPV) ORF (ORF6) 
of unknown function that is located close to the LdMNPV calyx gene. Finally, a partial ORF shows some similarity to sigma-I 
proteins of mammahan reowruses and to baculowrus pl0 proteins Close examination of the latter homology reveals that it is in 
regmns of these proteins believed to form coiled coil structures and thought to be involved m aggregation. (P) 
Filament Webs Spun by Amsacta moorei Entomopoxvirus 
M.H. Alaoui- Ismadt 1'2 and C.D. Richardson 1,2 1Dept. aJMlcrobiology andlmmunolog~; McGill Umvermty, 
Montreal H3A 2B4; and 2 Amgen and Ontario Cancer Institutes, Toronto M5G 2C1, Canada 
Entomopoxviruses are insect wruses which produce occlusion bodies or spheroids m the cytoplasm of the infected cell. 
These structures are composed primarily of a cysteme-rich protein called spheroidm. We identified another wral gene product 
in insect cells infected with Amsacta moorei entomopoxvirus which is expressed at high levels late in mfection. This protein 
magrates as a 25/27 kDa phosphoprotem doublet on SDS polyacrylanude g ls, and we have named it FALPE (filament associated 
late protein of entomopoxviruses) The gene for this protein was sequenced and FALPE was found to contam an extenswe stretch 
of prohne and glutumac acid residues Electron microscopy and lmmunofluorescence studies revealed that this protein formed 
cytoplasmic filaments in the infected cell which were associated with the occlusion bodies FALPE may play a role in viral and/or 
occlusion body morphogenesls of this entomopoxvirus. (L)
Fi lovints- l ike Part ic les Detected in Ext racts  f rom the Leafhopper  Psammotettix alienus 
T. Lundsgaard Dept o~ Plant Biology, The Royal Vetermary and Agricultural Umversit); Copenhagen, Denmark 
Filamentous particles were detected by negative contrast electron microscopy (0.5% PTA or 2% uranyl acetate) of extracts 
from the leafhopper P~ammotemx alienus reared on healthy Festuca gigantea plants The parhcles were straight, slightly curved 
or flexuous, often with one end curled like a walking stick or curled into a ring with an outer diameter of ~200 nm. Some 
parucles eemed broken, but still interconnected Projections, 8-10 nm long and ~ 10 nm apart, were evenly distributed on the 
surface. The diameter of particles, including projections, was 55-70 nm. Length distribution of 280 particles howed two size 
classes: 450-750 nm (26% of particles, me&an length ~600 nm) and 900-1400 nm (63% parhcles, median length ~ 1100 rim). 
The longest measured particle was ~2400 nm. Many particles had one end rounded and the other truncated At the truncated end, 
a central canal with a diameter of 5-10 nm may be seen. Most particles did not reveal any lntemal structure, but when kept in 
stain for 6 days at 5 ~ C, partly disintegrated particles howed internal cross striation with a periodicity of 5-5.5 nm. The diameter 
of this internal part was ~30 nm. Morphologically, the particles detected are simalar to vlrions of Marburg and Ebola viruses 
belonging to the virus family Fdovmdae, but can be distinguished by having a smaller diameter (55-70 nm compared with ~80 
nm for Fdovlruses) No Filovirus-like particles were detected inextracts from the plants used for rearing the leafhoppers. (P) 
Comparat ive  Studies of Propert ies  of  Insect DNA Viruses and  the Penaeid  Rod-shaped DNA Virus,  Newly 
Iso lated f rom Penaeid  Shr imp 
J. Kobayashi,  1 T. Kayama, 1 N. Ikeda, 1 K. Inouye, z T. Kimura 3 and S. Miyaj ima 1 1Facult3, o]Engineering, Mie 
University, Mte 514, 2 Natwnal Research Institute of Aquaculture, Inland Station, Mte 519-04; and 3 Kumamoto PreJectural 
Fisheries Research Center, Kumamota 869-36, Japan 
Mass mortalities caused by a new viral disease of kuruma shrimp, Penaeus japonicus, occurred in 1993 Electron 
macroscopic observations revealed that the vinons were ovoid-shaped, and contained a partially lentlcular-shaped cylindrical 
nucleocapsid measuring 84 nm• 226 nm within the loosely surrounding envelope No occlusion bodies were found m the 
cells infected with the virus. Nucleic acids from the purified virus particles consisted of a non-segmented, double-stranded DNA 
molecule with a size comparable tothe DNA genome of Oryctes virus The viral DNA did not hybndize with the DNA genome 
of a baculovirus, the Bombvx mori nuclear polyhedrosis virus. Sequence data analysis based on the partial DNA sequences of 
wral genome failed to identify any closely related DNA viruses in the databases These results uggest that the virus is one of 
the unassigned rod-shaped double-stranded DNA viruses of invertebrates such as Oo, ctes virus, which were previously classified 
in the Nudibaculovmnae,  subfamily of the Baculoviridae. Therefore, the virus was destgnated penaeid rod-shaped DNA virus 
(L) 
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XXIV: CONTROL OF mRNA TRANSLATION 
Poly (Tri or Bi)-Cistronic Phytoreovirai Segment Translatable in Both Plant and Insect Cells 
N Suzuki, 1 M. Sugawara, 1 D .L  Nuss 2 and Y. Matsuura 3 1Bintechnology Inst., Aktta Prefecture College of 
Agriculture, Akita 010-04, Japan; 2 Center oJ Agricultural Biotechnology, University of Maryland Bu~technology Inst., College 
Park, MD 20742, USA: and O Dept. ~ Virology 11, NIH, Tokyo 162 Japan 
Sequence analysis of genomic segment S 12 of rice dwarf virus (RDV) and segment $9 of wound tumor virus (WTV), both 
members of the genus Phvtorevvtrus, previously identified small out-of-phase overlapping reading frames (ORFs) To determine 
whether these small ORFs are expressed mvivo, antibodies were generated against protein products of the large and small ORFs 
produced with a baculovlrns vector in insect cells and in an Escherichia coli expression vector system, respectively. Western 
analysis revealed that RDV S12 mRNA specified translaUon products from the large and two overlapping small ORFs (Pnsl2; 
312 aa, Pnsl2OPa, 92 aa and Pnsl2OPb, 84 aa, respectively) in both rice plant hosts and in Spodopterafrugiperda insect cells. 
Similarly, WTV $9 mRNA was found to direct he synthesis of protein products from both the large and small out-of-frame ORFs 
in S frugtperda cells Results of site-specific and deletion mutagenesis studies were consistent with a leaky scanning translation 
mechanism for the synthesis of the small ORFs These results provide the first example of a tricistronic mRNA for a segmented 
double-stranded RNA virus The conserved nature of the mechanism of m vivo expression and the deduced amino acid sequence 
for the phytoreovirus out-of-frame small ORFs suggest a functional role for the protein products during the viral replication cycle. 
(P) 
Evidence of Independent Leaky Scanning as the Mechanism of Translation Initiation in Plum Pox Virus 
(PPV) 
Laureano Sim6n, Hutshan Guo and Juan Antonio Garcfa Centro Nactonal de Biotecnolog{a, CSIC, UAM, madrM, 
Spain 
PPV is a member of the Potyvlrus genus, the largest group of plant-infecnng viruses The genome of PPV is a messenger- 
polarity RNA molecule 9786 nt in length, with a VPg protein at its 5' end and a poly(A) tail at the 3' end It contains asingle open- 
reading frame (ORF) that is translated into a large polyprotein which IS co- and post-translationally processed into the functional 
proteins. Although the ORF starts at nucleotide 36 (36AUG), it is translated from the second 147AUG, which is in a more 
favorable initiation context The presence of an mterual ribosome ntry site in the 5' ncr has been proposed for two members of 
this genus. Nevertheless, we have earned out in vitro translation and transient expressmn analysis m protoplasts ofa nested set of 
short deletion mutants and the results how that no sequence in the 5' ncr of PPV is necessary for efficient ranslation i itmtion; 
translation assays of long deletion mutants have shown that no secondary structure is necessary and also denied the existence of 
redundant sequences that become active when others are deleted On the other hand, when the cryptic 36AUG was placed In a 
favorable context for translation i itiatmn, it turned into an efficient initiation codon in v#m Furthermore, mVlVO expenments 
have shown that transcripts synthesized from cDNA clones with the nucleondes 73 to 145 deleted were able to infect plants. 
These results point strongly to leaky scanmng as the mechanism of translation i itmtion m PPV - but a peculiar leaky scanning, 
where the initiation of translation does not require a cap structure at the 5' end, as shown by transient expression experiments 
using methylated and unmethylated capped RNAs. The independence of a cap structure at the 5' end of the rnRNA is congruent 
with the absence of a complex secondary structure at the 5' ncr. The unstructured nature of the PPV RNA leader, predicted by 
computer programs and by chemical and enzymatic probing, might make unnecessary the binding of a factor with helicase activity 
(eIF-4F complex) that enables the ribosomes to scan the leader towards the initiation codon (L) 
A Sequence in the 3' Untranslated Region of Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus (BYDV)-PAV RNA is Required 
for Cap-independent Trans lat ion  
i 2 i 1 S. Wang, K. Browning and W.A. Miller Plant Pathology Dept and MCDB Pn)gram, Iowa State University, Ames, 
IA 50011; and 2 Dept. o t Chemtstrv and Biochemistry University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712, USA 
Translation of the 5'-proximal (39K) ORF of BYDV-PAV genonuc RNA is initiated efficiently in the absence of a 5' cap 
only m the presence of a 100 base sequence (called the 3' translation enhancer, 3'TE) located 5 kilobases downstream Deletion 
of this sequence reduces translation of uncapped mRNA by over 30-fold. Capping the mRNA restores translation efficiency. By 
all tests, m wtro and m vtvo, the 3'TE (in conjunction with the 5'UTR) functionally substitutes for a 5' cap but not a poly(A) tail. 
This differs from other cap-independent translation elements (e.g. IRES) which are located entirely 5' of the start codon. Trans- 
acting factor(s) are implicated in the communication between the 3'UTR and the AUG at the 5' end Acting in trans, the 3'TE 
inhibits translation of both uncapped mRNA containmg the 3'TE and capped mRNA lacking the 3'TE Addition of eukaryotlc 
lmtmtion factor complex elF-4F stimulated translation of uncapped mRNA lacking the 3'TE, but had no effect on translation of 
3'TE-containing or capped mRNA in wheat germ extracts. The trans-inhibition of translatmn by the 3'TE can be reversed by 
exogenous elF-4F Thus, the 3'TE rntmics a 5' cap in its apparent abihty to recruit eIF-4F and to stimulate translation i itiation. 
The 3'TE is required for virus replication, and a conserved sequence within the 3'TE was discovered indiantho- and necrowruses. 
(L) 
Ribosomal Shunt during Translation of Rice Tungro Bacilliform Virus RNA 
Johannes F(itterer, 1 Ingo Potrykus, 1 Yiming Bao, 2 Liu Li, 2 Thomas M. Burns, 2 Roger Hull 2 and Thomas 
Hohn 3 a Inst .for Plant Sciences, ETH Zentrum, Ziirich, Switzerland; 2 John lnnes Centre, Colne3; Norwich NR4 7UH, UK; 
and 3 Frtedrtch Miescher-lnstitut, Basel, Switzerland 
The expression of the rice tungro bacilliform virus open-reading frame I was studied in transiently transfected protoplasts. 
Expression occurs despite the presence of a long leader sequence and the absence of a proper AUG imtiation codon. Translation is
initiated at an AUU codon. The efficiency of initiation in rice protoplasts depends strongly on the mechanism by which ribosomes 
reach this codon. From the effects of scanning-inhibiting structures inserted into different leader egions, it may be deduced that 
this mechanism is related to the ribosome shunt described for cauliflower mosaic virus 35S RNA The process delivers initiation 
competent ribosomes to the region downstream of the leader and is so precise that only the second of two potenual start codons 
12 nucleotides apart is recognized The AUU codon that is used when present downstream of the leader is hardly recognized as a 
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start codon by nbosomes that reach it by scanning. (L) 
Express ion  of the Coat  Prote in of  Potato Virus X (PVX) f rom a Dicistronic Messenger  RNA in Transgen ic  
Potato  P lants  
K.L. Hefferon and M.G. AbouHmder Dept. of Botany, University oJ Toronto, Tonmto, Ontario M5S 3B2, Canada 
Transgenic potato plants were generated which express adiclstronic mRNA correspon&ng tothe 8K and coat protein (CP) 
genes of PVX. Northern blot analysis of total and polysomal RNA isolated from these plants has indicated that the 8K and CPs 
are translated from a smgle, functionally active dicistronic mRNA Expression of both of these pmteins in transgenic plants was 
demonstrated by Western blot analysis, and suggests that translation of the CP takes place either by internal initiation or by a 
terminatlon/reinmation mechanism When a hairpin structure is placed in front of the 8K gene, expression of this protein Is 
drastically reduced. However, the expression of the CP is not affected These results demonstrate that the expression i planta of 
the CP gene takes place by an internal initiation. The expression of the CP of potexvlruses may take place from the polycistronic 
genomic as well as from the amplified CP subgenomic RNAs. (P) 
Express ion  of  Genes Located  on the Subgenomie RNA of Potato Leafrol l  V i rus (PLRV)  
D. Hulanicka and M. Juszczuk In~t. o) Biochemlstry and Biophystcs, PAS, 02-106 Warsaw, Poland 
The genome of PLRV consists of a single positive sense RNA, ~6000 nt in length. The analysis of the nucleotide sequence 
has revealed the presence of six open-reading frames (ORFs). Three ORFs (ORFI, ORF2 and ORF3) are translated from the 
genomic RNA, whereas the other three (ORF4, ORF5 and ORF6) are translated from a subgenomic RNA (sgRNA). A better 
knowledge of the mechanism of PLRV genome xpression would be useful for efficient protection of potato plants against viral 
infection. Therefore, studies were undertaken of the expression of ORFs located on the sgRNA. Expression of the ORF4 and 
ORF5 was examined using m varo systems, the results obtained indicate the following 0) the ORF4 and ORF5 encoding for coat 
protein and 17K, respectively, are translated from the same RNA template by initmtion at out-of-frame AUG initiataon codons, 
(ii) translation of the 17K protein can be initiated on either the first or the second AUG codon m ORF5, even though the second 
AUG codon is m a better context; (iii) suppressor tRNAs for AUG stop codon significantly increase fficiency of translation of 
ORF6; and (iv) the presence of the subgenomic leader sequence significantly decreases xpression of both ORF4 and ORF5 (P) 
Effect of the Novel Small RNA Detected in Wheat Embryo Ribosomes on Translation of mRNA with Vira l  
5'-Leader Sequence 
B.K. Iskakov, M.A. Shmanov, N.S. Polimbetova, S.Sh. Zhanybekova, A.V. Lee and N.N Galiakparov The 
Altkhozhin lnstaute o] Molecular BuJlogy and Biochemistry, 480012 Almat~,, Kazakh.~tan 
The influence of heat shock (HS)-inducible 5 3S RNA on the in vitro polypeptide synthesis at normal and HS temperatures 
was studied Two mRNAs, each codmg for GUS and &ffermg only in the structure of the 5'-untranslated r gion (5'-UTR), were 
used as messengers. One of them contained (whereas the other did not) the 5'-UTR from TMV RNA (omega), which is known 
to confer to the non-HS mRNAs the ability to be translated efficiently under HS conditions. The omega is also known to have 
the translation enhancer activity. Direct addition of purified 5.3S RNA to WG cell-free translation system resulted in increase of 
the omega-dependent hancing effect from 6- to 12-fold at normal (26~ temperature and from 10- to 350-fold at HS (37~ 
temperature. Analogous addition of 5S or 5.8S ribosomal RNAs did not result in similar changes. These data demonstrate that 
5.3S RNA has a clear discriminatory effect on the translation of different mRNAs and the mechamsm of tfus effect requires an 
additional detailed investigation (P) 
XXV: STRUCTURE AND REPLICATION OF PLANT VIRUSES 
St ructure  and  Funct ion  of the Banana Bunchy  Top Virus (BBTV) Genome 
J.L. Dale et al. Centre Jor Molecular Biotechnology, Queensland Umversity oJ Technology, Brisbane, Qld 4001, Australia 
BBTV Is a circular ssDNA virus with isometric vmons ~20 nm in diameter. Its genome consists of at least six ssDNA 
components (BBTV components 1 to 6) ranging m size from 1018 to 1111 nt Each of these components has been identified m 
all BBTV isolates tested and each contains one large open-reading frame (ORF) in the virion sense The component 1 major ORF 
putatively encodes areplicase-assoclated protein (RAP) and interestingly there is a second funcuonal ORF internal to this major 
ORE The major ORF of component 3 encodes the vmil coat protein. The function of the four other components is not yet known 
The lntergenlc region of each component contains a conserved stem-loop sequence, a conserved major common region (with an 
assocmted primer) and has promoter activity. We and others have isolated ad&tional components hat potentially encode RAPs. 
The orgamzatmn of these additional RAP-encoding components is different from that of BBTV components 1--6 and we have 
demonstrated that hey are not present in all isolates and therefore may not be essential components of the BBTV genome. There 
are four other viruses with similar characterisucs and, along with BBTV, probably represent a new group of plant viruses These 
viruses also appear to be different from the Circoviruses, mall isomemc ssDNA viruses that infect animals. (L) 
RNA Transcripts of Banana Bunchy  Top Vi rus  (BBTV) 
P.R. Beetham, G.J. Hafner, R.M. Harding and J.L. Dale CentreJor Molecular Btotechnolog~; Queensland University 
of Technology, Brisbane, Qld 4001, Austraha 
We have mapped the RNA transcnpts of BBTV components 1~. Northern hybndization studies and 3' RACE have 
identified seven polyadenylated RNAs associated with the BBTV genome Interestingly, component 1,which contains one major 
open-rea&ng frame (ORF), a putaUve replicase-associated protein (RAP), has been shown to transcribe a mRNA from an ORF 
internal to the major RAP ORE This transcript encodes a putative M, 5K protein of unknown function It ~s possible this internal 
ORF may be revolved with regulation of viral replication. Both component 1 RNA transcnpts have been identified in tobacco 
plants transformed with a vector containing the major ORF of component 1.Component 2 was found to have an RNA transcript 
which mapped to a small ORF This is the first report of an ORF encoding a putative protein from component 2. The RNA 
transcripts associated with components 3-6 are all from previously reported ORFs. We have mapped the important 3' untranslated 
regions, including the conserved temunaUon signals. The poly(A) signal, poly(A) site, GT-rich region and an upstream element 
(A/C/TI'GTAA) seem to be also conserved in other ssDNA viruses. (L) 
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